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Abstract
On multi-tenant platforms, such as public clouds and edges,
workloads interfere with each other through shared re-
sources. The performance degradation caused by such inter-
ference is a notoriously challenging problem. Though many
solutions have been proposed for clouds, they can hardly
help the application in edges, where workloads are mostly
latency-critical, highly dynamic, and more sensitive to in-
terference. Aggressive resource over-provisioning looks to
be the only practical solution, albeit it causes significant
resource waste.
The paper proposes dynamic asymmetric scheduling for

edge computing (DASEC) as a unique approach to achieve
low latency in public edges and improve resource utilization.
DASEC makes application performance less sensitive to the
interference between workloads by making the interference
affect mostly the tasks on non-critical paths and rarely the
tasks on critical paths.With DASEC, the interference is largely
hidden from being reflected on the end-to-end performance
observed by users.
The paper has investigated the techniques to implement

DASEC in the task schedulers for edge workloads and tested
its effectiveness in managing the interference caused by
sharing CPU cores. For different types of edges that sched-
ule tasks at different system levels, the paper implemented
DASEC prototypes based on Linux/KVM vCPU scheduler, the
completely fair scheduler (CFS) in Linux OS, and Google user-
level scheduling framework. Extensive experiments with di-
verse real-world applications show that DASEC can reduce
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the latencies of the workloads consolidated on the same edge
server by 32% ∼ 52%.
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1 Introduction
By providing computing resources closer to end users, pub-
lic edge computing can benefit a wide range of applications,
such as autopilot, mobile or IoT services, online games, and
augmented reality/virtual reality (AR/VR). Typical work-
loads in the edge are expected to be resource-demanding
and latency-sensitive. These workloads can hardly run on
the resource-constrained end devices or run in centralized
clouds, because the network latencies are high between user
end devices and the clouds.
As a multi-tenant computing platform, in a public edge,

multiple workloads from different users can share the same
edge server. Due to the resource sharing and resource con-
tention, the execution of a workload interferes with the ex-
ecution of other workloads. Such interference inevitably
causes performance penalties to the workloads, which can
be significant and difficult to predict if not well controlled.
Currently, edge computing platforms rely mainly on re-

source over-provisioning tomitigate resource contention and
reduce performance degradation. To meet the strict quality
of service (QoS) requirements of edge workloads on laten-
cies and to deal with the workload fluctuation [1, 2], ag-
gressive resource over-provisioning is required in the edge,
causing significant resource waste. Studies have shown that
resource utilization is much lower in edges than in conven-
tional clouds. In particular, the mean CPU utilization is about
6x lower on edge servers than on cloud servers [2].
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There are approaches that can eliminate/reduce the inter-
ference between workloads with relatively high resource
efficiency. However, they are not applicable to edges. For ex-
ample, one approach avoids co-locating the workloads that
may interfere with each other; and another approach runs
low priority best-effort workloads to consume the resources
that are not being used by latency-critical workloads [3–7].
However, edges are dominated by latency-sensitive work-
loads and lack enough best-effort workloads. The resource
usage patterns of latency-sensitive workloads may change
dynamically, making it difficult to predict which workloads
may interfere with each other. At the same time, the limited
number of edge servers in the same site and the large num-
ber of workloads consolidated on each server make it very
challenging to effectively distribute and separate interfering
workloads across different servers.
Interference may also be mitigated by statically or dynam-

ically partitioning resources among workloads. Resource
partitioning essentially trades the capability of adapting re-
source allocation based on resource demand for the perfor-
mance isolation between workloads. It fits the workloads
with relatively stable resource demands and can barely help
edge workloads that have very dynamic resource usages, as
we will show in Section 6. Infrequent adjustment of resource
partitions provides better isolation (i.e., less interference), but
the resources may not be adapted to fit the resource demand
of workloads, causing either performance degradation when
a workload is short of resources or resource waste when
the demand is low. Adjusting resource partitions frequently
incurs high overhead and weakens the capability to reduce
interference.
This paper presents DASEC that can effectively reduce the

impact of the interference between edge workloads on their
performance, such that these workloads can achieve low la-
tency without aggressive resource over-provisioning. The
main idea is to move the interference off the tasks on the
critical paths of the workloads. The critical path in a work-
load is a set of tasks that must be finished as quickly as
possible to avoid delaying the progress of the workload. By
making interference affect mostly the tasks on non-critical
paths and rarely the tasks on critical paths, the interference is
largely hidden from being reflected on the latencies observed
by users; thus the end-to-end performance is less impacted.
Moving the interference off critical paths can be achieved by
forcing the tasks on non-critical paths to yield resources or
making them more willing to yield resources to the tasks on
critical paths.
While the general idea in DASEC can be applied to manage

the interference caused by many types of shared resources
(e.g., CPU cores, memory space, CPU caches), this paper
focuses on the interference caused by sharing CPU cores,
because CPU resources, as the most important resource type,

have the largest impact on performance. We leave the study
of using DASEC in the management of other interference
types as future work.
Through a shared CPU core, a task (in one workload) may

interfere with another task (in another workload) in three
ways: 1) It may delay the task, making it start late. 2) It may
interrupt the task in the middle and delay its unfinished
part. 3) The CPU share reserved for it reduces the CPU share
available to the task and slows down the slow progress of
the task. Thus, to remove the interference from the tasks on
critical paths, DASEC identifies these tasks, makes them start
early, allocates them with enough CPU share, and prevents
them from being interrupted.
DASEC targets the edge workloads colocated on the same

edge server. In each workload, tasks with dependencies
are distributed into multiple threads or processes, and exe-
cuted concurrently on multiple cores or virtual CPUs (vC-
PUs). DASEC aims to reduce the latency of each workload,
instead of improving the performance of an individual
thread/process. This makes it different from most of the
other priority-based scheduling mechanisms, which sched-
ule threads/processes as independent tasks.
Compared to various co-scheduling mechanisms designed

for throughput-oriented systems, DASEC aims to improve
performance on a platform dominated by latency-critical
workloads. Co-scheduling improves the performance of a
multi-threaded or multi-process workload by running col-
laborative tasks simultaneously. It boosts the priorities of
these tasks indiscriminately, no matter whether they are
on the critical-path or not. This design is a double-edge
sword. On the one hand, it makes co-scheduling particu-
larly effective; on the other hand, it causes notorious adverse
effects, such as high overhead and CPU fragmentation [8],
which can quickly negate the benefits of co-scheduling if
not well controlled. Thus, co-scheduling is usually used on
throughput-oriented systems, because it can be applied in-
frequently and/or applied discriminately only on a part of
the colocated workloads that are the most communication
intensive, in order to control the adverse effects. Compared
to co-scheduling, DASEC only boosts the tasks on the criti-
cal path, and incurs minimal overhead. This makes DASEC
fit the best public edges, where latency-critical workloads
dominate, and task scheduling must be frequently involved
to enable the fast response of all the workloads.
This paper makes the following major contributions. First,

it proposes DASEC as an innovative approach to hide the
inter-workload interference caused by resource sharing and
reduce the impact on latencies. Second, following this ap-
proach, the paper investigates the techniques that can effec-
tively hide the interference caused by sharing CPU cores.
Third, it evaluates DASEC on six real-world applications, in-
cluding two AI inference applications (Image-classify [9]
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and Action-recognize [10, 11]) and four latency sensitive
applications (Masstree [12], Img-dnn [13], Silo [14], and
Memcached [15]). The experiments show that:

1. DASEC can effectively reduce latencies. Compared to
Linux/KVM, DASEC reduces mean latencies and 99th
tail latencies by 46% and 52%, respectively. Compared
to PARTIES [1] and BVT [4, 16], which are also de-
signed for latency-sensitive workloads, DASEC reduces
mean latencies and the 99th tail latencies by up to 44%
and 32%, respectively.

2. The effectiveness of DASEC increases with the consoli-
dation ratio (i.e., the number of workloads on the same
edge server).

3. DASEC is portable. The paper shows that DASEC can
be implemented and hide workload interference ef-
fectively at multiple system layers, including the hy-
pervisor layer (implemented as a vCPU scheduler
in Linux/KVM [17]) if conventional virtualization
is used, the OS layer (implemented in Linux CFS
thread/process scheduler) if containerization is used,
or even at the application layer (implemented in
Google user-level scheduling framework ghOSt [18]).

2 Background and Motivation
This section introduces the features of edge computing and
edge workloads. Then it describes the performance issues
caused by the interference between the latency-sensitive
workloads colocated on the same edge server and sharing
CPU cores. Finally, it explains the objectives of DASEC.
Edge clouds are tiny clouds deployed close to end users.

They can benefit many new application types (e.g., IoT,
AR/VR, gaming, and self-driving vehicles) that desire low
processing and response times (e.g., millisecond scales) [19].
Public edges, such as AWS local zones [20], Google edge
platforms [21], Azure edge zones [22], and Tencent edge
clouds [23], are emerging quickly as the major computing
platforms for the general public, individuals or businesses to
run their latency-sensitive applications in edge clouds.
The servers in a public edge must support dense multi-

tenancy. Given the huge number of geographically dis-
tributed public edges to serve end users locally, each public
edge is expected to have only very limited computing re-
sources, e.g., a small number of servers. These resources are
shared by all local users to improve utilization.
When the latency-sensitive applications from different

users are colocated on the same edge server, their executions
can interfere with each other through resource sharing and
contention. The interference may significantly increase the
latencies observed by end users. We use a few experiments to
demonstrate this problem. The experiments use two latency-
sensitive benchmarks, Masstree and Img-dnn. We run mul-
tiple instances of the same benchmark in virtual machines

Workloads Average CPU utilization
Linux/KVM DASEC

Masstree 30% 42%
Img-dnn 43% 56%

Memcached 31% 41%
Silo 21% 40%

Table 1: Average CPU utilization of Linux/KVM and DASEC when the
consolidation ratio is high. VMs run the same workload. Each VM
has 16 vCPUs and each workload has 16 threads.

(VMs). Each VM has 16 vCPUs and runs an instance with
16 threads. We increase the number of benchmark instances
colocated on a server and compare the performance with
Linux/KVM1 and our proposed solution DASEC. §6 details
the experimental setup, including server/VM configurations
and application descriptions.
The experiments focus on the contention for CPU cores.

We use consolidation ratio to measure the level of resource
contention, which is the ratio between the total number of
threads (vCPUs since we run 1 thread on each vCPU) and the
total number of physical cores in the system. For instance,
with 128 virtual CPUs (vCPUs) sharing a 80-core physical
server, the consolidation ratio is 1.6. To eliminate the con-
tention for other resource types, including memory and I/O
bandwidth, we control the experiment settings such that the
main memory is not over-committed, and the benchmarks
have minimal I/O operations.
Figure 1 (a) and (b) show the mean latencies and 99th

tail latencies of Masstree for different consolidation ratios
(0.4∼3.2). When the consolidation ratio is low (0.4 and 0.8),
each vCPU/thread can have a dedicated core, and there is
little interference between the workloads. Thus, the latencies
are low. However, as the consolidation ratio increases and the
cores are over-committed, the mean latencies and 99th tail
latencies increase quickly on vanilla Linux/KVM. Compared
to those at a consolidation ratio of 0.4, they are 19% and 22%
higher with the consolidation ratio increased to 1.6, and 70%
and 4x higher when the rate is increased to 3.2. Note that
the high latencies happen when the CPU utilization is still
very low (around 30%, as shown in Table 1).
The performance of Masstree with DASEC shows that

much of the latency increase can be avoided. With DASEC,
when the consolidation ratio is increased to 3.2 from 0.4,
the mean latencies are kept roughly stable, and the 99th tail
latencies are increased by only 97%, which are much lower
than those with vanilla Linux/KVM.
Similar observations can also be obtained from the per-

formance of Img-dnn shown in Figures 1 (c) and (d). When
the consolidation ratio is 1.6, with the vanilla Linux/KVM,

1We also use containers for experiments (see §6).
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Figure 1: Mean latencies and 99th tail latencies of Masstree and Img-dnn with DASEC and vanilla Linux/KVM when the consolidation ratio
increases from 0.4 to 3.2. Consolidation ratio is the rate between the total number of vCPU and the total number of cores in the system.
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Figure 2: Service rates of Masstree and Img-dnn with DASEC and
vanilla Linux/KVM as the consolidation ratio increases. Relative to
vanilla Linux/KVM, DASEC greatly improves the service ratewhen the
consolidation ratio is bigger than 1. QPS of Masstree and Img-dnn is
1000 and 500, respectively.

the mean latency and the 99th tail latency are increased by
59% and 138%, respectively, relative to the latencies when the
consolidation ratio is 0.8; and, with DASEC, the mean latency
and the 99th tail latency are 15% and 19% lower, compared to
Linux/KVM. The latencies of Img-dnn increase more quickly
with the consolidation ratio than Masstree. The reason is
that Img-dnn has a much higher demand for CPU resources
(Table 1). Thus, when the consolidation ratio is high, the
interference between Img-dnn instances is more difficult to
reduce than that with Masstree.
Latencies increase with the consolidation ratio, because

the interference makes the benchmarks less capable in pro-
cessing requests quickly. To show this, we measure the ser-
vice rate, i.e., how many requests can be processed in each
second. Figure 2 shows how the service rates of Masstree
and Img-dnn change with the consolidation ratio. Gener-
ally, the service rates reduce with the consolidation ratio.
This trend is more visible with Linux/KVM. On average, with
Linux/KVM, the service rates of Masstree and Img-dnn are
lower by 18% and 15% than those with DASEC. When the
consolidation ratio is high, the interference becomes intense
and can affect the capability of the benchmarks by a larger
degree. Thus, we see the service rates with Linux/KVM are
lower than DASEC by larger percentages (e.g., 32% and 35% for
Masstree and Img-dnn, respectively with a consolidation
rate of 3.2).

To understand how the interference affects benchmark
executions, we sample the states of each VM, find the occa-
sions when the execution on the VM is blocked, and study
how the execution is blocked by the interference, i.e., the
contention for CPU cores. Specifically, we find the occasions
when a number of vCPUs in a VM are in the “ready” state
(i.e., blocked due to the lack of available CPU cores) and
other vCPUs are waiting for the “ready” vCPUs to make
progress. We select to study these occasions, because they
are the most discernible states that the benchmark execution
is blocked by the interference — The “ready” vCPUs are con-
sidered to be blocked directly by the interference, causing
a direct impact on performance, and the “waiting” vCPUs
are considered to be blocked indirectly by the interference,
causing indirect/extra impact on performance.
For each occasion, we count the number of “ready” vC-

PUs and the number of “waiting” vCPUs. The comparison of
these numbers indicates how seriously the interference on a
vCPU degrades performance. For example, compared to the
occasion with 15 “ready” vCPU and one “waiting” vCPUs, in
the occasion with one “ready” vCPU and 15 “waiting” vCPUs,
the interference that blocks each “ready” vCPU is consid-
ered to be causing more serious performance degradation,
because it blocks more vCPUs and causes more extensive
indirect/extra performance impact.
We show the distribution of the occasions with different

“waiting” vCPU counts for Masstree and Img-dnn using the
CDF curves in Figures 3 (a) and (b). Under Linux/KVM, a sub-
stantial proportion of the occasions have most vCPUs in the
“waiting” state (e.g., around 50% with more than 13 “waiting”
vCPUs for Masstree and 60% for Img-dnn), indicating that
the interference causes much extra performance degradation.
DASEC reduces such occasions. For example, only around 20%
(Masstree) and 40% (Img-dnn) of occasions have more than
13 “waiting” vCPUs under DASEC. Thus, with DASEC, the
interference causes less performance degradation.
The experiments above show that consolidating multiple

latency-sensitive workloads on the same serve may signifi-
cantly increase latencies. This problem happens even when
there are many idle resources. Thus, traditional methods,
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Figure 3: Distribution of occasions when a few vCPUs are in the “ready” state, and other vCPUs in the VM are waiting for the “ready” vCPUs. We
collocate 8 VMs in the 80-core physical server; all VMs run the same workload. Each VM has 16 vCPUs and each workload in the VM has 16
threads.

such as resource over-provisioning [24–26] or collocating
latency-sensitive workloads with best effort workloads [3–7],
may not effectively solve this problem. At the same time, in
an edge cloud, the effectiveness of these methods cannot be
fully exploited, limited by the resource budget of the edge.
Given that this problem happens when there is a signifi-

cant amount of idle resources, our idea for mitigating this
problem is to make better utilization of the idle resource. Our
method can be explained with the experiments and the anal-
ysis above: by reducing the vCPU “waiting” (i.e., the extra
performance impact of the interference), idle CPU resources
can be better utilized to improve performance. Since most
workloads are now multi-threaded or multi-process and run
collaborative tasks with dependencies, reducing “waiting”
can be achieved by reducing the interference on the critical
paths, as we will explain in the next section.

3 Main Idea: Hiding Mutual Interference
This section identifies the key factor affecting how the in-
terference between workloads increases latencies. Then, tar-
geting this factor, this section explains the main idea for
reducing the performance impact caused by the interference.
• Key Factor: interference on the critical path. When mul-
tiple workloads are consolidated on the same server and
time-sharing the cores, contention for the cores is often un-
avoidable, causing interference to the workload executions.
If the interference happens to the tasks on critical paths, its
performance impact is directly reflected by increased laten-
cies. But, if the interference happens to the tasks that are not
on critical paths, its performance impact may be hidden, and
does not increase latencies.
We use Figure 4 to explain this factor. Figure 4 (a) shows

the execution of a 2-thread application (denoted by App).
The application processes the requests of a user. The user
sends a new request after the previous request is processed.
In App, Thread0 is the main thread. Upon each request, the
main thread communicates with a helper thread and assigns
task to it.

Time

App
(a) Each execution in App

Core0
Core1

T0 T8

(b) Tasks on App's critical path are interrupted

Time

Core0
Core1

T0 T6

(c) Interferences aware scheduling scheme

Interference

A unit of computation in App

T10

Interrupted

Thread0
Thread1Synchronization

T18

T14T10

Interrupted

(req. arrival)
(req. processed)

(req. arrival)
(req. processed)

(req. arrival)
(req. processed)

(req. arrival)
(req. processed)

Figure 4: An illustrative example: Tasks on App’s critical path are
interrupted, causing longer latency. A request arrives at T0; and the
processing of the request finishes at T8 in (b). App is waiting for a
new request for fixed 2 time units: from T8 to T10 in schedule (b) and
earlier at T6∼T8 in schedule (c) due to better scheduling by DASEC.

Figure 4 (b) illustrates the performance impact on App
caused by the interference on its critical execution path. The
interference is caused at time T2 and T12 by the execution of
another application that is sharing the same cores with App.
Since the tasks on the critical path are delayed, it takes App
8 units of time to finish processing each request. The latency
is increased by 2 units of time. If the interference is not on
the critical path, as shown in Figure 4 (c). The latency is not
increased.
• Main Idea: hiding interference
Our overall approach for reducing latency is to hide inter-

ference and make interference affect mostly the tasks that
are not on critical paths. While this sounds intuitive, how to
make it a viable approach is not. Our main idea is to prioritize
tasks in an asymmetric way. The intuition is that the tasks
with higher priorities are less likely to suffer from interfer-
ence, because the interference is caused by tasks contending
for CPU cores. With this intuition, the tasks on critical paths
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Figure 5: An illustration of possible scheduling problems: Tasks on
App’s critical path are delayed or lack CPU share to make progress,
causing longer latency.

should be prioritized to reduce the interference on critical
paths. We want to reduce latencies of all workloads. Thus,
we avoid prioritizing tasks indiscriminately and give the
tasks that are not on critical paths normal priority, since
the high-priority tasks in one workload would become the
interference of other workloads.
Only prioritizing tasks in an asymmetric way is not suf-

ficient. A task suffers from less interference only when its
priority is relatively higher than other tasks competing re-
sources with it. If tasks with high priorities are scheduled on
the same core, the interference reduction through prioriti-
zation diminishes. For a high-priority task, the interference
from another high-priority task may still affect the execu-
tion of the task in a few ways. For example, the execution
of the task may be interrupted in the middle, similar to the
example in Figure 4 (b), or may be scheduled late after the
task is ready to run, as illustrated in In Figure 5 (a). Collo-
cating high-priority tasks on the same core also reduce their
time-shares if CPU time is shared based on priorities. Thus, a
high-priority task receives less time-share than it collocated
with low-priority tasks, and may cause extra pauses when
it runs out of its time-share, as illustrated in In Figure 5 (b).
Thus, another idea is to schedule high-priority tasks with
low-priority tasks, in order to ensure the effectiveness of
prioritization in reducing interference.

4 DASEC Design
We implemented the main ideas described in §3 into dynamic
asymmetric scheduling for edge computing (DASEC), which
is a task scheduler designed for edge clouds. This section
introduces the main challenges, overall design, and major
components of DASEC. DASEC’s design is general and can be
directly used in scheduling multi-threaded applications in
multi-programming systems or containers. In our evalua-
tion, we realized and tested DASEC in VMs, containers, and
user-level scheduling (see §6). To facilitate our discussion,

we introduce DASEC’s design used in vCPU scheduling. We
choose vCPU scheduling for illustration also because 1) VMs
are prevalently used in edge clouds; 2) it is more challenging
to implement the ideas at the VMM layer than at other layers.

4.1 Overall Design and Challenges

DASEC implements the main idea introduced in §3. Thus, the
problem it targets is essentially how to prioritize vCPUs in
each VM in an asymmetric and unaggressive way, so as to 1)
make the workload in the VM achieve the best performance
with the CPU time assigned to the VM and 2) keep adverse
effects low at the same time. DASEC faces two challenges:
how to effectively control the priorities of vCPUs, and how
to achieve the above two goals?
To address the challenge with effective control of vCPU

priorities, we identify/create a few system parameters that
have the most influence on the relative progress of vCPUs,
since the progress of vCPUs is the most important factor
determining whether the vCPUs may spend much time on
waiting for each other. Note that the priority used in DASEC
mechanism is different from the system priority of the vC-
PUs (e.g., the “nice” values in Linux systems), and we choose
not to use the system priorities in DASECmechanism for two
reasons: 1) they are used by the system for other purposes,
which we do not want to interfere with; and 2) they cannot
provide the fine-grained control over the relative progress of
vCPUs. In our design, we choose the following parameters:
1) rescheduling latency to control the time that the compu-
tation starts. In system designs, rescheduling latency is the
parameter determining when a vCPU can be scheduled after
it becomes “ready”. In some systems (e.g., Linux), there is
a system-wide rescheduling latency for all the vCPUs; we
need to modify the system to create a private rescheduling
latency for each vCPU. 2) time slice of a vCPU to control
how much progress a vCPU can make after it is scheduled
to run. In some rare cases, when the scheduler finds that
these two parameters cannot effectively control the priority
of a vCPU, it also checks whether the execution of the vCPU
may be interrupted by other vCPUs and takes this factor into
account.
To address the second challenge, we use a step-by-step

iterative method to adjust the parameters above for the two
goals, i.e., high performance and low adverse effects. Specifi-
cally, for the first goal, it is not possible to directly measure
the end-to-end performance of theworkload in a VM. Instead,
we use the CPU time consumed by the VM as an indicator of
the amount of progress made by the workload. This indicator
is reliable because the CPU time consumed by effective com-
putation is roughly proportional to the amount of finished
computation, idling does not consume CPU time, and vCPUs
that perform excessive busy waiting are preempted promptly
and consume little CPU time. For the adverse effects, it is
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Figure 6: DASEC system architecture. Key components are in orange.

not realistic either to measure it in practice. Thus, instead
of measuring it, we lower the priorities of the vCPUs under
the condition that lowering the priorities will not reduce
workload performance.
There are two challenging issues with adjusting the pa-

rameters to achieve the goals. One is whether the priority
of the vCPU should be higher or lower, and the other one is
which parameter should be adjusted. There are a few design
choices for adjusting the parameters. For instance, the pa-
rameters can be adjusted based on the CPU utilization of the
workload. If CPU utilization has been maximized within the
CPU share of the VM, we adjust the parameters to lower the
priorities; otherwise, we adjust the parameters to improve
CPU utilization. However, this design has a scalability issue
in maintaining a global CPU utilization for each VM, which
might be high if each VM has a large number of vCPUs.
We choose to use a more scalable way, which adjusts the

parameters of each vCPU based on the status of the vCPU:
if increasing the priority of the vCPU helps improve perfor-
mance, we increase the priority; otherwise, we reduce the
priority to reduce adverse effects. We check the status of
the vCPUs at the beginning of each period when the virtual
machine monitor (VMM) is about to allocate new time-slices
to the vCPUs of a VM, and based on the status adjust its pa-
rameters gradually. For example, if a vCPU has fully utilized
its time-slice in the previous period and the vCPU is in a
“ready” state, meaning that it could have made more progress
if there were more CPU time, we will allocate more CPU time
in the coming period to improve performance. We introduce
the detailed design and the components for adjusting the
parameters below.
4.2 Design Details

DASEC includes four key components as shown in Figure 6.
(1) A time-slice allocator (TSA) component for dynamically
adjusting the time-slice distribution between the vCPUs of
each VM. (2) A rescheduling latency adjuster component for
dynamically adjusting rescheduling latency. (3) A resource

conflict resolver (RCR) component. (4) A task monitor com-
ponent for collecting each vCPU’s runtime information. The
first two components reduce conflicts and the RCR compo-
nent detects and resolves the conflicts that cannot be reduced
by the first two components. For the first two components,
we focus on introducing how the adjustment decisions are
made, since enforcing the decisions is straightforward and
system-dependent.
• The time-slice allocation component checks the amount of
time-slice consumed by each vCPU periodically and uses the
amount of time-slice consumed by the vCPUs in the previous
period to adjust the amount of time-slice to be allocated
to the vCPUs in the upcoming period2. Specifically, for a
vCPU that has been preempted earlier due to the depletion
of time slice, the component increases its time-slice. For other
vCPUs, since they still have unused time-slice at the end of
the period, there is no need to further increase their time-
slice. The component assigns a weight to each vCPU. To
increase the time-slice of a vCPU, the component increases
the weight by 10%. The component keeps the total weight
of the vCPUs in a VM fixed. Thus, it reduces the weight of
other vCPUs accordingly based on their original weights.
• The rescheduling latency adjustment component looks at
whether the vCPU has consumed its time-slice and whether
the vCPU can still make progress at the end of each period.
For a vCPU that is in a “ready” or “running” state at the end
of the previous period, the vCPU cannot consume its time-
slice quickly. This may be caused by the rescheduling delay.
Thus, the component decreases the rescheduling latency of
the vCPU by 10%. For the vCPUs that have consumed their
time-slice and become idle at the end of the previous period,
the component increases their rescheduling latencies.
There are scenarios, in which a vCPUwith a low reschedul-

ing latency has tasks depending on the completion of the
tasks on other vCPUs with high rescheduling latencies. Since
the tasks on the vCPUs with high rescheduling latencies
complete late, the task on the vCPU with a low rescheduling
latency cannot start early. Thus, it is possible that the vCPU
with a low rescheduling latency still cannot consume its
time-slice, no matter how its rescheduling latency is reduced.
To detect such scenarios, when the rescheduling latency of
a vCPU has been reduced to a minimal value allowed by
the system, if a vCPU still cannot consume its time slice,
the component assumes that the vCPU may be delayed by
other vCPUs with high rescheduling latencies. To pin-point
these vCPUs, the component uses wake-up inter-processor
interrupts (IPIs) sent to the vCPU as indicators to find out
the source vCPUs sending out the IPIs. Then it reduces the
rescheduling latencies of these source vCPUs.

2The vCPU runtime information is provided by the TM component.
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• Resource Conflict Resolver. The adjustment of time-slice
distribution and rescheduling latencies of vCPUs effectively
make the vCPUs have asymmetric and low priorities. They
significantly reduce conflicts. However, conflicts cannot be
completely avoided by these two components. The last com-
ponent detects and tries to resolve such conflicts by migrat-
ing vCPUs between cores. For DASEC mechanism, conflicts
arise when the total amount of time-slice allocated to the vC-
PUs scheduled on the same core exceeds the core’s capacity.
For example, a conflict arises when, in a time period of 80ms,
each of two vCPUs scheduled on the same core is allocated
with a 50ms time-slice. The vCPUs with low rescheduling
latencies may also have conflicts. A conflict arises when a
core is running a vCPU with low rescheduling latency and
another vCPU with low rescheduling latency becomes ready
to run. If the former vCPU is preempted promptly, its task is
essentially delayed since the task cannot be finished quickly.
If the former vCPU is not preempted promptly, the latter
vCPU cannot be rescheduled quickly.
RCR tries to resolve conflicts by adjusting the layout of vC-

PUs on physical cores. Since adjusting vCPU layout is costly,
RCR performs the adjustment in a conservative way. Specifi-
cally, to detect and resolve conflicts caused by high demands
for CPU time, after the time-slice allocation component has
adjusted the amounts of time-slice to be allocated to each
vCPU, for each core, RCR calculates an aggregated amount
of time-slice for the vCPUs scheduled on the core. Then, RCR
finds out the core with the largest aggregated amount and
the core with the smallest aggregated amount. If the largest
aggregated amount is greater than the smallest aggregated
amount by 10%, RCR tries to balance the aggregated amounts
by swapping some of the vCPUs on the two cores.
To detect and resolve conflicts caused by the vCPUs with

low rescheduling latencies, after the rescheduling latency ad-
justment component has adjusted the rescheduling latency
of each vCPU, RCR categorizes the vCPUs into two groups
based on their rescheduling latencies — vCPUs with low
rescheduling latencies and vCPUs with high rescheduling
latencies. In each period, RCR monitors the execution of the
vCPUs with low rescheduling latencies. It counts the number
of times that these vCPUs are preempted and the number of
times that these vCPUs are not scheduled after they become
ready and have waited a long time exceeding their reschedul-
ing latencies. After the period, it uses the total number as
the number of conflicts on the core caused by the vCPUs
with low rescheduling latencies. Then, RCR finds out the
core with the most conflicts and the core with the fewest
conflicts. If the difference between the numbers of conflicts
exceeds a threshold (2x in implementation), RCR selects half
of the vCPUs with low rescheduling latencies on the core
with the most conflicts and half of the vCPUs with high
rescheduling latencies on the cores with the fewest conflicts,

App. Workload description

Image-classify Image classification on ImageNet [9].
Action-recognizeVideo action recognition [10, 11].

Img-dnn Handwriting recognition based on OpenCV [13].
Masstree In memory K/V store with 50% GET and 50% PUT [12].

Silo In-memory transactional database with TPCC [14].
Memcached Serve requests (random keys,50% SET,50% GET) [15].

Table 2: Programs and workloads used to test DASEC.

and then swaps the vCPUs. Low thresholds increase vCPU
migration overhead. High thresholds “cripple” the conflict
resolver. Thus, we measured how vCPU migrations reduce
with increased thresholds, and selected the threshold values
at knee points to make trade-off.

5 Implementation Details
DASEC incorporates four main components: Task Monitor
(TM), Time Slice Allocator (TSA), Rescheduling Latency Ad-
juster (RLA), and Resource Conflict Resolver (RCR) as shown
in Figure 6. TM periodically monitors the state and events
of each task, such as remaining time slice, inter-process-
interrupts (IPI), number of context switches, and state transi-
tions. TSA assigns a time slice to each task for the upcoming
time period. To implement TM and TSA, we change the Linux
completely fair scheduler (CFS [27]) and leverage the Linux
Proc file system interface [28]. Specifically, we collect each
task’s on-core execution time recorded in Linux CFS, obtain
the task running state by checking the Linux run-queue and
wait-queue, and read IPI/context-switch numbers by adding
new IPI/context-switches parameters in the Proc file sys-
tem. We adjust the weights in Linux CFS to give the tasks
on critical paths higher weights. Linux CFS only provides
a process-level interface. We add a thread-level interface to
allow DASEC to adjust the weight of a thread and to collect
thread-level statistics.
RLA adjusts thread rescheduling latencies. To

implement RLA, we adjust the wakeup latency
(sched_wakeup_granularity_ns [29]) of each task in
Linux. Linux CFS only has a system-wide wakeup latency
parameter. We extend the implementation in CFS to create
a per-task wakeup latency parameter. RCR resolves time
slice conflicts and rescheduling latency conflicts. It is
implemented by setting the core affinities of the tasks.

6 Evaluation
We evaluated DASEC by answering the following ques-
tions.
§6.1 and §6.2: What is DASEC’s performance?
§6.3: Howmuch performance improvement can be achieved

with DASEC, compared with related systems?
§6.4: How effective is each technique in DASEC?
§6.5: What is DASEC’s applicability and overhead?
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Figure 7: Latency of DASEC compared to vanilla Linux/KVM as consolidation ratio increases. “Consolidation ratio” means the ratio between the
total number of vCPU and the total number of pCPU in the system. For instance, consolidation ratio of “1.6” means there are 128 vCPUs (8
VMs) sharing the 80-core physical server; and each VM has 16 vCPUs, and each workload in the VM has 16 threads.
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Figure 8: Service rate of DASEC compared to vanilla Linux/KVM as
consolidation ratio increases. Relative to vanilla Linux/KVM, DASEC
greatly improves the service rate when the consolidation ratio is
bigger than 1. QPS of Memcached and Silo is 10000 and 2000, respec-
tively.

Experimental setup. We conducted experiments on a
HPE (Hewlett Packard Enterprise) ProLiant DL580 Gen10
server with four Intel Xeon Gold 6138 processors, 256GB
memory, and two 2TB SSDs. Each processor has 20 cores.
We created multiple VMs using Linux KVM [17] or mul-
tiple containers using docker [30]. Each VM has 16 vC-
PUs and 16GB memory. Each VM/container encapsulates
one workload with 16 threads. Both host OS and guest
OS are Ubuntu Linux 18.04 with the same Linux 5.3 ker-
nel and software configuration, unless otherwise indicated.
We implemented DASEC in the host OS and evaluated it
with six real-world latency-sensitive workloads, includ-
ing two AI inference workloads (Image-classify and
Action-recognize) from GluonCV [31], three latency-
sensitive workloads from TailBench [32], as well as
Memcached workload, as summarized in Table 2.
Our experiments were conducted under two main set-

tings: 1) homogeneous setting where VMs/containers ran
the same workload; and 2) heterogeneous setting where
VMs/containers ran different workloads. We chose these two
settings as latency-sensitive workloads may be collocated
with similar or different workloads in the edge server.
We compared DASEC with PARTIES [1] and BVT [4, 16].

PARTIES is the only system that coschedules multiple
latency-sensitive workloads with best effort workloads on a
physical server in data centers. For BVT, previous works [4,

33, 34] show that it can reduce the latency of one latency-
sensitive workload when it is collocated with best effort
workloads.
To show DASEC’s applicability, we ported DASEC into

Google’s user-level scheduler, ghOSt, and tested DASEC’s
performance compared to vanilla ghOSt (see §6.5). In ad-
dition, we also tested DASEC when a container is used and
compared DASEC’s performance to vanilla docker.

6.1 Same Workload in VMs

Figure 7 shows latencies of Memcached and Silo when
Linux/KVM and DASEC are tested as the consolidation ra-
tio increases under the homogeneous setting. Compared to
Linux/KVM, DASEC reduces the mean latency and the 99th
tail latency by 17% and 19% on average, respectively. As the
consolidation ratio increases from 0.4 to 3.2, the performance
advantage of DASEC also increases compared to Linux/KVM.
When the consolidation ratio is low (e.g., 0.4), the physical
core may not be shared by multiple vCPUs/threads, such
that there is little chance for DASEC to improve performance.
When the consolidation ratio is high (e.g., 3.2), DASEC offers
35% lower mean latency and 42% lower 99th tail latency on
average, relative to the performance improvement of DASEC
when the consolidation ratio is 0.4. This shows DASEC’s capa-
bility of reducing workloads’ latencies when many latency-
sensitive workloads are collocated in the edge server.
To understand how DASEC shows better performance com-

pared to Linux/KVM, we collect service rates of Linux/KVM
and DASEC, respectively, as the consolidation ratio increases.
We show the results in Figure 8. On average, DASEC outper-
forms Linux/KVM by 42% in service rate. When the consol-
idation ratio is 0.4, Linux/KVM achieves almost the same
service ratio as DASEC (3% higher on average). This explains
how DASEC’s latency is almost the same as Linux/KVM’s
latency when the consolidation ratio is low. As the consoli-
dation ratio increases, DASEC improves the service rate by up
to 204% compared to Linux/KVM. This explains why DASEC
can further reduce latencies when the consolidation rate
increases.
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Figure 9: Mean latency of DASEC compared to vanilla Linux/KVM
when heterogeneous workloads are collocated. Relative to vanilla
Linux/KVM, DASEC greatly improves the service rate when the con-
solidation ratio is 1.6.
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Figure 10: Service rate of DASEC compared to vanilla Linux/KVM
when heterogeneous workloads are collocated. Relative to vanilla
Linux/KVM, DASEC greatly improves the service rate when the con-
solidation ratio is 1.6.

To facilitate our understanding, we also collect the distribu-
tion when a few threads/vCPUs are in the ready state and all
other threads of the workload are waiting for these threads.
The distribution indicates how severe the critical path of
the workload is delayed. We show the distribution in Fig-
ure 3. Figure 3 (c) and (d) show that the percentage of Silo
and Memcached’s cumulative distribution in Linux/KVM is
higher than it of DASEC. This indicates Linux/KVM suffers
higher critical path delay and worse performance compared
to DASEC. Figure 3 (c) also shows Silo suffers a 20% delay
when there is one thread in the ready state. When there are
two threads in the ready state, the percentage increases to
around 60%. The big increase explains why the latency is sig-
nificantly increased when the consolidation ratio increases
from 0.8 to 1.6 as shown in Figures 7 (c) and (d), respectively.

6.2 Different Workloads in VMs

Figure 9 shows the mean latency of Linux/KVM and DASEC
when the consolidation ratio is 1.6 under the heterogeneous
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Figure 11: DASEC’s performance compared to PARTIES. All containers
run the same Masstree workload.

setting. Under this setting, one VM executes the AI in-
ference workload, while the other VMs execute the same
latency-sensitive workload. We want to evaluate whether
Linux/KVM may degrade the performance of the AI infer-
ence workload compared to DASEC. As shown in Figure 9,
DASEC provides up to 56% (40% on average) lower mean la-
tency compared to Linux/KVM on AI inference workload.
For other latency-sensitive workloads, DASEC decreases the
mean latency by 39% on average relative to Linux/KVM. On
average, DASEC offers 23% lower mean latency under the het-
erogeneous setting compared to it under the homogeneous
setting. This is because CPU contention is more severe under
the heterogeneous setting, such that DASEC has more chance
to improve performance. DASEC outperforms Linux/KVM in
a similar trend when the consolidation ratio is 3.2. We only
show the results when the consolidation ratio is 1.6. Since
AI inference workloads do not report tail latencies, we only
show the mean latencies under the heterogeneous setting.
To pinpoint why DASEC performs better than Linux/KVM

on AI inference workloads under heterogeneous setting, we
profile the GPU utilization during the execution of these
workloads. We find that DASEC increases the GPU utilization
by 25% on average compared to Linux/KVM. AI inference
workloads usually preprocess some data set on CPUs before
offloading tasks to GPUs. Once the preprocessing is delayed
on CPUs due to CPU contention, the GPU utilization may be
reduced. Since DASEC speedups preprocessing for AI infer-
ence workloads relative to Linux/KVM, it indirectly improves
GPU utilization and AI inference workload performance.
This is also reflected in Figure 10, which shows the service
rates of AI inference workloads and other latency-sensitive
workloads. On average, DASEC improves service rates of AI
inference workloads and other latency-sensitive workloads
by 86% and 60%, respectively, compared to Linux/KVM. In
comparison to Linux/KVM, DASEC’s service rate improve-
ment on latency-sensitive workloads other than AI inference
workloads also explains why DASEC shows lower mean la-
tency on these workloads as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 12: DASEC’s performance compared to BVT. All containers run
the same Masstree workload.

6.3 Comparison with Related Systems

Figure 11 shows the performance comparison results be-
tween PARTIES [1] and DASEC, as the number of contain-
ers collocated in the physical server increases. Relative to
PARTIES, DASEC decreases the mean latency and the 99th
tail latency by 44% and 31% on average, respectively. As
the consolidation ratio increases, DASEC offers more perfor-
mance improvement compared to PARTIES, up to 69% lower
mean latency, 45% lower 99th tail latency, as well as 95%
more service rate; and the service rate improvement trend
explains the latency decrease trend. To pinpoint why DASEC
shows more performance improvement as the consolidation
ratio increases, we profile the context switches and CPU
utilization per core during the execution of Masstree while
running PARTIES and DASEC, respectively. As the number
of containers increases from 16 to 32, PARTIES increases
the context switches and CPU utilization per core by 30%
and 26% on average; and DASEC achieves 59% lower context
switches per core and 37% more CPU utilization per core
compared to PARTIES.
Figure 12 shows DASEC’s performance compared to BVT

when the number of collocated containers in the server in-
creases from 16 to 32. In comparison to DASEC, BVT increases
the mean latency and the 99th tail latency by up to 27% and
32%, respectively. DASEC improves service rate by up to 30%
compared to BVT. DASEC outperforms BVT for two main rea-
sons. First, BVT cannot resolve interferences and causes long
latencies when the consolidation ratio is high. This is also
corroborated by the previous work [4]. Specifically, when
multiple threads with very low rescheduling latencies (or
very high time slice demands) are on the same core, BVT
has no mechanisms to resolve the interferences. Second, BVT
only provides interfaces to prioritize the thread with the
earliest effective virtual time and borrow virtual time from
its future CPU allocation, as well as weighted fair sharing
and context switch allowance. However, it does not offer
mechanisms to reduce interferences in the critical path like
DASEC. This makes BVT less effective compared to DASEC,
when multiple latency-sensitive workloads are collocated in
the edge server.
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Figure 13: Performance breakdown of DASEC. Service rate of each part
is normalized to the total service rate of DASEC.

6.4 Effectiveness of DASEC’s Each Technique

Figure 13 shows the performance breakdown of DASEC un-
der the homogeneous setting when the consolidation ratio is
1.6. DASEC’s TSA (Time Slice Allocator) and RLA (Reschedul-
ing Latency Adjuster) components contribute to the whole
performance of DASEC by 40% on average. The remaining per-
formance of DASEC is contributed by the RCR component. For
some workloads (e.g., Memcached and Silo), TSA and RLA
contribute more performance to DASEC’s whole performance.
This is because Memcached and Silo are quite vulnerable
to the scheduling wait time. When using Linux/KVM Com-
pletely Fair Scheduler (CFS), these workloads suffer excep-
tionally long scheduling wait times as many Memcached or
Siloworkloads are collocated on the same edge server. This
is also well corroborated by the previous work [4]. TSA and
RLA can efficiently reduce the scheduling wait time and allo-
cate more time slice for those workloads, such that these two
components contribute more performance on those work-
loads. For other workloads (e.g., Masstree and Img-dnn),
RCR contributes more performance to DASEC’s whole perfor-
mance. The reason is that when multiple Masstree work-
loads collocated in the same server, the main bottleneck
comes from load imbalance, which may be caused by check-
points run in parallel with request processing in each core as
well as some limited resources contentions such as DRAM
or interconnect bandwidth. RCR can help resolve such load
imbalance among different cores and thus contributes more
performance on those workloads.

6.5 Applicability and Overhead

Figure 14 shows the performance of docker and DASEC, re-
spectively, as the number of containers collocated in the
physical server increases. When the consolidation ratio is
low (e.g., 16 containers), DASEC reduces the mean latency
and the 99th tail latency by 39% and 38%, respectively, com-
pared to docker. This is aligned with the service rate im-
provement, 35% compared to docker. As the consolidation
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Figure 14: DASEC’s performance compared to docker. We test the per-
formance of docker and DASEC, respectively, when Masstree bench-
mark is running in each container.
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Figure 15: DASEC’s performance compared to ghOSt.We test the per-
formance of ghOSt and DASEC, respectively, when the consolidation
ratio is 1.6. Eight containers are collocated in the physical server. In
each container, we run Masstree benchmark with 16 threads.

ratio increases, DASEC provides 48% lower mean latency, 41%
lower 99th tail latency, and 51% more service rate compared
to docker. This indicates that DASEC can decrease latencies
when many latency-sensitive applications in containers are
consolidated on the physical server in the edge clouds.
Figure 15 shows the performance of ghOSt and DASEC, re-

spectively, when the consolidation ratio is 1.6. In comparison
to ghOSt, DASEC offers 36% lower mean latency, 87% lower
99th tail latency, and 20% more service rate. ghOSt is a user-
level scheduling, which only supports very simple scheduling
mechanisms. We port DASEC’s policies into ghOSt to make it
dynamically allocate time slices, adjust rescheduling latency,
as well as resolve conflicts, when multiple latency-sensitive
applications are collocated on the same server in edge clouds.
Figure 16 shows the performance of DASEC compared to

Linux/KVM, when the latency-sensitive workload is collo-
cated with the background workload on the edge server.
We run four Masstree instances; and in each instance, we
run the Masstree workload in a 32-vCPU VM. We run
MatrixMul [35] as the background workload. Compared
to Linux/KVM, DASEC provides 13% more throughput for
the background workload and 26% lower mean latency for
the latency-sensitive workload. DASEC offers performance
improvement for both the background workload and the
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Figure 16: DASEC’s performance compared to Linux/KVMwhen latency-
sensitive workload (Masstree) is collocatedwith backgroundworkload
(MatrixMul) on the edge server.We test the performance of Linux/KVM
and DASEC, respectively, when the consolidation ratio is 1.6.

latency-sensitive workload because they both perform com-
munications in their executions. For Masstree, it is a lock
intensive workload [12]. For MatrixMul, in each iteration of
its execution, the main thread distributes computation tasks
to other threads, which could not make progress if the main
thread is delayed.
Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 7, and Figure 8 show DASEC does

not introduce much performance overhead (2% on average).
When the consolidation ratio is low (e.g., 0.4), there is no
space for DASEC to improve application performance as vC-
PUs/threads have dedicated cores. In these cases, DASEC’s
performance drops by up to 6%, compared to Linux/KVM.
This shows DASEC introduces negligible overhead.

7 Related Work
Workload collocation. Workload collocation in public
clouds and data centers has been extensively studied [1, 3,
4, 36–38]. Most of them at most coschedule one latency-
sensitive workload with one or more best-effort workloads
in a physical server. For instance, Leverich et al. [4] im-
proves QoS of one latency-sensitive workload when it is
collocated with best-effort workloads for high resource uti-
lization in warehouse-scale data centers. Specifically, it iden-
tifies queuing delay, scheduling delay, and load imbalance
as three key issues that can cause QoS degradation of the
latency-sensitive workload. It adopts interference-aware pro-
visioning to mitigate queuing delay, borrowed virtual time
scheduling (BVT) [16] to minimize scheduling delay, and
thread-pinning to solve threads load imbalance. Heracles [3]
leverages hardware and software isolation mechanisms (e.g.,
resource partitioning) to improve server resource utilization
by collocating one latency-sensitive workload with one or
more best-effort workloads. It tries to guarantee the latency-
sensitive workload’ QoS and let the best-effort workloads
utilize the idle resources.
Among all these related works, only PARTIES [1] al-

lows multiple latency-sensitive workloads collocated with
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best-effort workloads on a physical server in data centers.
PARTIES tries to improve server utilization without violat-
ing QoS of latency-sensitive workloads. Specifically, it de-
tects and boosts allocation of one or more resources for the
latency-sensitive workload whose latency suffers the most. It
uses both OS and hardware level resource partitioning mech-
anisms available in modern platforms to allocate resources,
such as thread pinning, cache partitioning, memory capacity
partitioning, frequency scaling, and disk/network bandwidth
partitioning. Once all latency-sensitive workloads meet their
QoS targets, PARTIES reclaims excess resources from each
sensitive workload and allocates to the background work-
loads to improve server resource utilization.
User-level scheduling. Many user-level scheduling mecha-
nisms [18, 39–46] have been proposed to schedule latency-
sensitive workloads in public clouds and/or data centers.
Most of them allocate dedicated cores to one latency-
sensitive workload collocated with one or more best-effort
workloads in data centers and/or public clouds. Such resource
partitioning approaches may lead to severe resource under-
utilization in edge clouds [47], where resources are highly
constrained. Moreover, in edge clouds, multiple latency-
sensitive workloads may be consolidated in the edge server
without collocating with best-effort workloads. DASEC tar-
gets how to collocate many latency-sensitive workloads
on per edge server and reduces latencies of these work-
loads. Therefore, DASEC is orthogonal to user-level schedul-
ing approaches. Meanwhile, DASEC’s idea is general and can
also work with user-level scheduling approaches. To prove
this, we ported DASEC into Google’s user-level scheduling
(ghOSt [18]) and further improved its performance on sched-
uling multiple latency-sensitive workloads in edge clouds
(see §6).
Co-scheduling. Co-scheduling [34, 48–52] is a widely-
used approach for reducing the performance vulnerabil-
ity of multi-threaded applications. Various coscheduling
schemes [49, 51–53] have been designed for OSs and virtual
machine monitors (VMMs). Coscheduling aims to reduce
the execution delay of multi-threaded applications at their
synchronization/communication points, which is the main
cause of their performance vulnerability. The main idea is to
maximize the co-running of collaborating threads; i.e., when
a thread is scheduled to run, its collaborating threads should
be scheduled as quickly as possible so as to run in parallel
with the thread. To maximize the co-running of collaborating
threads, most co-scheduling schemes temporarily prioritize
these threads, such that they can preempt the execution of
other threads to get the cores to co-run and are less likely to
be preempted by other threads during the co-running.
Unfortunately, the effectiveness of existing coscheduling

approaches is seriously limited when used in multi-tenant
edge clouds due to the following three reasons. First, when

a system has two or more multi-threaded applications, the
effectiveness of the existing coscheduling approaches is lim-
ited, because there are conflicting demands for prioritizing
different applications on the same set of hardware. Existing
approaches focus mainly on one multi-threaded application
and lack a mechanism to resolve the conflicts from multiple
multi-threaded applications. Even worse, existing coschedul-
ing approaches indiscriminately prioritize the threads to be
co-scheduled in each application, significantly increasing the
likelihood of conflicts.
Second, existing coscheduling schemes cannot address

well the trade-off between improving the effectiveness and
reducing the notorious adverse effects of coscheduling. They
may unnecessarily sacrifice effectiveness when trying to
reduce the adverse effects. For example, relaxed coschedul-
ing [51] reduces CPU fragmentation by coscheduling fewer
threads; this is at the cost of lower application performance.
Third, the performance vulnerability problem becomes

even more pronounced when applications have dynamic
changing workloads (e.g., the workload variation caused by
changing parallelism). The scheduler usually provisions time
slices periodically at a fixed rate, and does not allow unused
time slices in the periods with the light workload to be accu-
mulated and used later when the workload is heavy. Thus,
such workload changes are penalized. Existing coscheduling
approaches lack a mechanism to deal with such a perfor-
mance penalty.
Other works. Other works on improving workload QoS
in public clouds and/or data centers include resource provi-
sioning [25, 36, 54–62] and VM placement [63–69]. Resource
provisioning and VM placement approaches mainly con-
sider QoS in a coarse-grained manner. For instance, XEN and
Co. [70] presents workloads performance degradation caused
by rescheduling delay in XEN hyppervisor (e.g., Domain0 is
not scheduled on time to process send-out or received pack-
ets), and it develops a communication-aware CPU scheduler,
expecting to schedule delayed domains timely and fairly to
mitigate such delay and improve performance. These ap-
proaches are orthogonal to DASEC.
DASEC’s novelty. Since resources are highly constrained in
edge clouds [2, 47, 71, 72], multiple latency-sensitive work-
loads may be collocated on each edge server to improve re-
source utilization (e.g., time sharing the CPU resources [47]).
To improve each workload’s performance in edge clouds,
DASEC proposes dynamic asymmetric CPU scheduling to al-
locate CPU resources to collocated edge workloads. Existing
works mainly target how to collocate one sensitive work-
load with one or more best-effort workloads in public clouds
and/or data centers. Only PARTIES targets how to collo-
cate multiple latency-sensitive workloads with one or more
best-effort workloads in data centers. However, PARTIES
allocates dedicated hardware resources to each workload
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without allowing workloads time sharing CPU resources.
This can significantly reduce CPU resource utilization in
edge clouds [47]. This can also greatly reduce workload per-
formance when the consolidation rate is high (confirmed in
§6.3).

8 Conclusion
The interference caused by resource sharing and the perfor-
mance issues caused by such interference is a long-standing
problem. The emerging edge computing poses new chal-
lenges to this problem. Edges are expected to be dominated
by resource-hungry and latency-critical workloads. This calls
for new solutions which can effectively control the inter-
ference between latency-critical workloads, not the inter-
ference between latency-critical workloads and best-effort
workloads as that in clouds. The resources in an edge site are
very limited compared to those in a cloud data center. Thus,
the solutions must increase resource efficiency. We have in-
vestigated many solutions designed for non-edge scenarios
and have not seen such solutions that can satisfy these needs
for edges.
DASEC provides a unique approach to this problem.

Though the paper only explored the techniques and vali-
dated the effectiveness for hiding the interference caused
by sharing CPU cores, the exploration has demonstrated
that it is a promising direction and has a good potential to
manage the interference caused by sharing many other re-
sources, such as sharing CPU caches, memory bandwidth,
and I/O bandwidth. As future work, we plan to design new
techniques that can be used to control such interference and
integrate themwith the task scheduler techniques introduced
in the paper.
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